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Thomas Morgenstern from Austria won his second world cup Ski Jumping competition this winter in 
Trondheim (NOR). Morgenstern received 275.7 points for jumps to 133.0m and 131m. Morgenstern´s 
team mate Gregor Schlierenzauer finished second (134.0m/129.5m; 269.8 points) ahead of Tom Hilde 
from Norway (131.0m/130.5m; 268.2 points).  
Morgenstern now leads in the overall of the e.on Ruhrgas FIS World Cup Ski Jumping with the 
maximum 200 of 200 possible points after two competitions. 
  
  
Tom Hilde 
This is a very good start for me.I´m completely satisfied with this result on this hill as i have only 
jumped one competition on this hill before in my life and had no training here. We worked hard during 
the summer, this is now the result of the hard work. And i was lucky today as well. 
  
Gregor Schlierenzauer 
I´m very satisfied with the start of the season. Last season i started with 4th place in Kuusamo and 
won next competition, now i am pretty close to this results in the beginning. To me it´s important that i 
have my mate Thomas Morgenstern in front of me, it´s a perfect situation. Maybe it sounds strange but 
my jumps can still be improved a lot, there is still much more potential inside my jumps for the next 
competitions. 
  
Thomas Morgenstern 
I´m in a really good shape. My goal is to give my best in every competition and be on the top in 
Panica. I had cramps as i did not drink enough today. It was not easy today and it had pains at the 
landing. But of course it was a perfect second competition for me. Now i´m looking forward to the 
competition tomorrow and the following competition in Villach. If i would win again tomorrow i would 
have 300 points in world cup overall when i start in Villach, that would be a dream to me. For me it´s 
the best motivation that my mate Gregor is that strong and on second place today. 
  
Man of the day Jane Ahonen (FIN). 
Today i´m satisfied. Its not the first time i´m the man of the day, i was man of the day once before in 
summer already, i think it was last year. It feels good. 
Today´s competition was ok for me. The start in Kuusamo was not so good but i´m satisfied today.  
It´s getting better and better. 
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